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THE URINE GASOLINE ENGINE AND GAS ENGINE The larger engine shown is 75 indil'ated horse power, arms. The lower half of this horizontal wheel fa 

BOAT. built for the Kimball Lumber Company, and is in a shielded from the wind, so that the air acts only upon 
The gasoline gas engine, both from a theoretical and lumber vessel 105 feet long. 22 feet beam, and is the the upper vanes. A crank upon one end of the shaft 

practical standpoint, is the most efficient of prime largest gasoline marine engine in America. connects with a pump. Its p ower can be indefinitely 
motors. This is particularly true of the" Union" and One very valuable feature in connection with their increased at any time by increasing its length, which 
.. Pacific" engines. built by the Globe Gas Engine use on board of boats is their governor. This operates can be done by anyone who is handy with tools. It!8 
Company, for the reason that in their engines the hot to prevent racing, should the Sfclrew by any motion of said that a .. JUIllbo" giving 100 horse power in a 15 
gases of the exhaust, usually wasted, are used to heat the boat be thrown out of water. It is believed that mile wind can be put up at cost of $500. The wind acts 
the air drawn through the vaporizer and into the cyl- in the production of an absolutely fireless power-pro- upon this sort of paddlewheel from all points of the 
inder. As heat is the essence of the power. the smaller pelled boat an important advance has been made, compass except two. It seems to require no "gov
the amount that is wasted, the greater the economy. the " Union" gas engine being absolutely non- ern or," but simply pumps more during a storm. No 

In the operation of the gas engine, as compared with explosive, and in its operation having no possibility tower is required, and it is plaeed so that the radial 
the steam engine, there is an additional economy in· of settin", a boat on fire. arms will be clear of the ground. In fact, in Kansas, 
volved in the fact that no fuel il; used except when run- • • •• .. where there are few trees and no hills, it is claimed 
ning, and, while running. the expen�e for fuel is in pro- Irrigation by Wind. that the wind currents have greater force at the surface 
portion to the work the engine is doing. It is interesting to observe the progressive develop- than high in air. 

We have already had orr.asion to describe and iIIus- ment of an original crude invention, and to study the Perhaps in this crude device for raising water for 
trate gas and ga�oline engiues of the Globe Gas Engine added improvements which have led to its increased irrigation in a wind-swept country there is the germ 
Company. of Philadelphia. Our present al·ticle is de- usefulness. of an idea which, when fully developed and perfected, 
voted to a special department of their business, a de- The bicycle is a convenient instance of the develop- may become widely useful. If so, it wiII be quickly 
partment which is of growing importance-gas engine ment of a crude idea, because its origin and its im-' improved, for it is watched by many eager and anxious 
boat�-of which this caUl pany and its Western connec- pro\'ement are modern, and also because improvements eyes, and now the development of an implement re
tion, the Union Ga� Engine Company. of Sen Fran- in its construction are yet being made so rapidly that quires days where formerly centuries werl' needed. 
cisco, ha\"e constructed a great many. which are ope- the bicycle of two years ago, or even of one year ago. The crude "Jumbo" of to·day may become the per 
rated with perfect satbfa('tion to their owners on the seems antiquated Ilompared with the bicycle of to-day, fected irrigating machine of to·morrow in level and 
water!l of the two American seaboards. Our iIlustra- and it seems yet capable of impro\"ements which may treeless sections of country. 
tions show different types of these boats, and also give lead to startling results. One of these wind wheels, now running in Kan5as. 1» 
views of two sizes of the engines. The latter are gaso- In 1816, in France, the bicycle may be said to have 21 feet in diameter, 27 feet long, with eight fans. The 
line engines of the comp"ession type, but which possess been born. It consi�ted of two wheels of equal Size. ! largest water wheel in the world is an overshot wheel 
several 'l"ery distinctive features, some of which we one before the other, connected by a bar on which was in the Isle of Man, and is 72 feet 6 inches in diameter. 
can only allude to. Thus, much of their success is due a seat. The rider propelled himself by pushing on the 6 feet in breadth, with a crank stroke of 10 feet. It 
to the atomizer, by wh ich the gasoline is finely divided ground with his toes. Apparimtly this was an un- gives 200 horse p'1wer. There ma�' be many wind power 
and mixed with the air previous to ignition. promisin� invention, but it contained the gerIp. of the Ferris wheels in the �tates of the plains, bringing fer-

Another important feature is the igniting device. idea which has made possible a bicycle on which 413 tility where is aridity. 
For this purpose an electric spark is used, produced by mileE have been traversed within twenty-fonr hours, Even in Louisiana, where there is a semi-tropical 
breaking B.n electric ('ircuit containing a spark coil. and on which messages have been carried from Chicago I rainfall, the average exceeding 60 inches, it is found 
The current is supplied by a few salammoniac cells. to New York, over 1,000 miles, in one hundred and that the crops frequently suffer from drought, notwith· 
The spark is produced in the interior o f  the engine, so eight hours. standing the heavy occasional rain� and the proximity 
that no extel'nal flame or spark appears. In 1862, forty-six years after the first crude invention, of all the lands to au unlimited supply of water. Irri-

The usual mode of producing the ignition in a gas the pedal, or the wrench axle, or the crank applie�l to gation will remedy all this, and with falling prices and 
engine has been to employ either an open flame which, a bicycle, was patented in this country. and not until greater necessity. irrigation will come to be adopted in 
at t'be proper time, was drawn into the engine cylinder, then did the bicycle appear to have a promising future. those States where, while not afl essential as in the 
or a tube heated by an external flame or blow pipe has Expert artisans experimented with it in all possible Stat.es of the plains. it will be wondrously beneficial 
been em ployed for the purpose. Both of these methods ways. Many improvements were made; only the fittest in maintaining the necessary supply of moisture for 
involved the employment of It constantly exposed survived. The hand propeller, the foot propeller, the the growing plants, which under the semi-tropical skies 
flame. For marine purposes, the absence of any flame unicycle, the bicycle, the tricycle, the ice cycle, the now so frequently 8uffer. 
whatever is certainly all important feature. The ex- celeripede, the velocipede, and all possible forms were The capacity of Western Louisiana and Eastern 
ternal heat of t.he combustion tube is also a perpetual \ teRted and were accepted or were rejected, and the first Texas for rice production is practically unlimited, pro
annoyance, as the tube burns out after a com para- crude construction has been so much improved that vided the water supply there constantly present, but 
threly short period of running. the original inventor, if he were now living, would be some 20 or 25 feet, below the level of the prairies, be 

For marine purposes, the engines supplied may be amazed to see the possibilities which were latent in his economically rail'ed to the surface. Perhaps irrigation 
of the single cylinder or double ('ylinder type. They crude i nvention. Such rapid and effective improve- by wind may solve the problem in the South as well 
are usually placed in the center of the boat. resting on ment in construction would not have been possible in as in the West..-La. Planter. 
a solid bed, and from them the propeller filhaft runs any other age. It was made possible by the improve· - '. • 

aft. Forward, in the bow, is a gasoline tank. Imme- ments which have also been made in other a rts, and 'rhe Perception oC Colors In Colored L!ght. 

diately aft of the engine is a lever, by means of which the facilities which now exist for the rapid develop- Experimenting on the perception of colors by light 
the motion of the propeller can be reversed, the en_ ment of other crude inventions are much greater now of various tints, Herr H. W. Vogel has fonnd some very 
gine, like all gas engines. rotating always in the same than ever before. Given a clearly defined need for a interesting results, which have been communicated to 
direction. The reversing gear operates without shock. new implement, and a crude invention of the imple- the Berlin Physical Society. Using oil lamps provided 
For the marine engines a twofold governing device is ment, there are now ready to rapidly perfect the in- with pure red, green and blue shutters, H err Vogel ob
applied. This cuts off or readmits the gasolille as vention expert artisans. with expensive appliances and served that, when white light was rigorously excluded, 
required by the circumstances, so as to re!/.'ulate the with resources brought out by the wonderful develop· all sense of the color of objects disappeared froUl the 
motive power, while it 11lso, by opening or closing the ment in other arts, such as the world never knew be- perception of the observers, who could dL"tinguish 
exhaust val\"e, operates to prevent wa�teful cushion- fore. nothing but shades of black and white upon the ilIu
ing. The air applied to the combustion is automati- And this brings us to our subject, .. Irrigation by minated objects. It was further noted that a scale of 
cally heated by the exhaust. This heating effects con- Wind Power in the West." There is there a vast, colors illulllinated by red light showed the red pigments 
siderable economy and comes into operation after the nearly level, plain, with not a wind break from the as white or gray, which abruptly changed into yellow 
engine has made a few revolutions_ North Pole to the Gulf, with but little wood or coal, -not red-upon adding blue light. Hence a color ap-

Returning now to the complete boat with its engine, with considerable but not sufficient rainfall, with fertile peared which was not contained in either of the 
it will be seen that we have illustrated different ex- soil and a necessity for elevating water for irrigation. sources of illumination. Red and yellow patches ap
amples. Fig. 1 shows a small type of \-essel without Clearly, there is need there for a cheap, simple, I peared to be of the same color, so that they could 
any cabin, in which can be clearly seen the general effective invention for elevating water. hardly be distinguished from one another; but the 
disposition of the interior. Fig. 2 is an interesting The State of Kansas has appropriated $3O,O�O for ex- difference at once appeared upon the addition of green 
example, being the police patl'ol boat used on the periments in irrigation. Everywhere in Western Kan- instead of blue light. The kind of sensation experi
Schuylkill River, Philadelphia, as it flows by Fair- sas may be seen windmills of primitive form, horizontal, enced also depends very much upon the intensity of 
mount Park. The boat is thirty and a half feet long, vertical. or vertical geared. Holland has 12.000 wind- the illumination, as is pasily seen in and about the re
six and a half feet wide and is driven by a Union gas mills, which average eight horse power, used to drain gion of the spectrum near the G line of Fraunhofer. 
engine of ten and a half indicated horse power. This the polders. The States of the plains will soon ap- This region appeal'R \"iolet when of low luminosity; 
little vessel can develop a speed of ten miles an parently have more than that number used to irrigate blue when it is stronger; and may even appear of a 
hour, and ran 10.000 miles in one season without any the prairies. Steam pumps, gas engines, hydraulic 

I 
bluish-white with strong sunlight. So that the of ten

repairs. One and a quarter gallons oi gasoline per hour rams, and pumps driven by animal power. and all of made assertion that with normal eyes a definite color 
are sufficient to drive it. the known device� for elevating water are now finding I flensation correflponds with a definite wave length is not 

Fig. 4 is a Western boat built for use on the Pacific experimental tests in Kansas. It is probable that tenable. Herr Vogel arri ves at the conclusion that 
coast. It is a flat bottom stern wheeler, 40 feet long, valuable data in regard to comparative cost and effici- our judgment of the color of a pigment is guided by 
10 feet wide and has a Union engine. The boat attains ency of these different motors will be obtained from our perception of the absence of certain constituents. 
a speed of very nearly ten miles an hour. No belts are these experimental tests. Thus a red tint is only recognized as such when light 
used in transmitting the power to the wheel. The work of elevating water for irrigation is very of other colors is used, and we perceive its inability to 

Fig. 5 shows the launch Canvas Back, the prop- old. Singularly, arid countries in ancient and in mod· reflect these. The observations bear directly upon 
erty of Mr. A. N. Stanton, of Bridgeport, Conn., which ern times have sustained dense populations. It might some phenomena of photographY and photometry. 
has been used among the Norwalk Islands on Long naturally be supposed that methods for elevating water • • . , • 

Island Sound. Originally it was a steam launch. The having been used so long would now be little suscepti- New PI·oce •• of' Extracting Gold. 

owner then put in another forlll of eng-ine, but not ble of improvement. It is, however, quit.e pos�ible A new process of extracting gold from auriferous 
being sati�fied, changed to the Globe Company's that an improvement is possible in this age which ores has been dev:sed by Mr. C. Lorsen. and is describ
Union engine, and since then has had perfect satis- would not hM'e been possible in ether ages, or likely ed in the Technical World. He electrolyze8 a solution 
faction. The boat is 42 feet long,9 feet beam and with in other countries than the States of the plains. of bromide of potassium, and thereby ubtains an alka-
an engine of 25 indicated horse power can make nine A crude invention, which is called the" Jumbo" line solution which contains hypobromide and bro· 
and a half to ten miles per hour. wind engine, appeared in Western Kansas about ten mate, which is capable of dissolving gold. The ore is 

Our illustration of the engines represents views of years ago, and is now cOllling into extensive use; its treated with an excess of this solution by rotating 
the double and single cylinder .. Union" engines, ease of construction, economy in COl'lt. capacity. in cylinders. The l'Iolution is then filtered, the goM pre · 
which. sho,: �he train of revprsing �ears and the gen- power and simplicity, seem to recommend it to those 

I 
cipitated by �assage

_ 
over a mixtll�e of iro� and p.oal, 

eral dispOSItion of parts. Below nIDI' horse power the who observe its work. It resembles the paddlewheel and the solutIOn, whIch now ('ontalDs bromide of pot· 
marine engines are single cylinder, while the double of a stern-wheel boat, with a shaft 12 or 14 feet long, I assium mainly. is once more electrolyzed, and again 
cylinders range from nine to seveQty-tive horse power. with a diameter of 12 or 16 feet, with six or eight radial used for extraction. 
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Launch with g I. H. P . .. Union" Englnp, Property of F. F. Milne, Island Heights, N. J. Police Patrol Boat Rescue, Schuylkill River. Philadelphia. 10� I. H. P. "Union" Engine. 

General Arrangement of Engine and Parts in Launch. 

'111 T. H. P. Donble Cylinder .. Union" Marine Engine. 

6 I. H. P. Single Cylinder" Union" Marine Engine. 

Stem Wheeler. 251. H. P. "Union" Engine. Lanncb 42XD ft., with 25 I. H. P ... Union" Engine, Property of A. N. Stanton, Bridgeport. Conn. 

THE MARINE GASOLINE ENGINE AND GAS ENGINE BOAT.-[See page 811.] 
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